
2020.3.1 WOL Zx20 Work 

I have a single change from my usual Zx20 optimized settings to enable WOL:   
BIOS/ Advanced tab/ Device Options/ change S5 Wake on LAN from Disabled to 
Enabled/ Save.  The other related settings were presented briefly above. 

HP on activating WOL in W10:  https://support.hp.com/gb-en/document/c04947950 

1. Update BIOS to latest.  Best to update BIOS from within BIOS.
2. Disable “Hybrid Shutdown Mode”.

a. Control Panel/ Power options/ mine are set to High Performance per HP
Performance Advisor, allowing full use of some specific processor
capabilities.

b. Confirm the option of Turn on fast startup is unchecked.  Navigate to
Control Panel/ Power Options/ set “When I press the power button” to
Shutdown.  In the set of 4 checkboxes there uncheck Turn on… and
uncheck hibernate.  Check Sleep and check lock/ Save Changes.  These
are usually grayed out but there is a link in that dialog to activate them:

https://support.hp.com/gb-en/document/c04947950


c. Require a password on wakeup via the Settings cog/ Accounts/ Sign-in 
Options/ Require sign-in “When PC wakes up from sleep”. 

3. Enable WOL settings for LAN driver (what you see in W10 is quite different 
than in W7). 
a. Go in to Device Manager 
b. Select Network Adapters 
c. Target to the one of two adapters that is connected (the Z620 has two, 

the Z420 has only one). 
d. The default adapter we use is the non-AMT one, 82574L.  Click on it, 

drag down to Properties/ If you wish to select the Advanced tab you will 
see nothing to do with WOL.  Change nothing there. 

e. Select the Power Management tab there/ check all 3 option boxes there 
for Allow the computer to turn off this device, Allow this device to wake 
the computer, and Only allow a magic packet to wake the computer.  If 
you don’t check that third one your workstation will never sleep if 
connected to a network.  That took a while to troubleshoot… 

f. Save changes and exit Device Manager. 
 

 
 
 

4. Manually add the HP registry key that HP specifies in the link below. 
a. Navigate to Regedit 
b. Navigate to KEY_LOCAL_MACHINE/ SYSTEM/ CurrentControlSet/ 

Services/ NDIS/ Parameters 



c. Right click on Parameters, select New DWORD (32-bit) Value
d. Add the key AllowWakeFromS5, and right click on that to highlight it
e. Drag down to Modify/ Value data is 0 (Base hexadecimal button on)/

change from that 0 to 1/ OK.
5. Document the workstation’s MAC and static IP address for use with the 

WOL utility.  MAC = 8cxxxxxxxx9d and SIP = 1x2.x.8.xxx

 Links including tips on the WOL Utility we use: 
https://support.hp.com/in-en/document/c04947950 

https://h30434.www3.hp.com/t5/Business-PCs-Workstations-and-Point-of-Sale-
Systems/Enabling-Wake-On-Lan-on-8300-Elite-SFF-en-masse-through/td-p/5071103 
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